Immuno
Inventory Tracking System

Client Overview
Over the past 26 years Immuno has built a strong reputation based on an international network of suppliers providing advanced Pathology equipment, reagents and software for their customers.

They specialize in the diagnostic fields of Cell and Molecular Pathology, Blood Banking, Coagulation, Microbiology, Endocrinology and Autoimmunity.

Immuno provide the highest level of service and the latest advancements in technology which create faster and more accurate results for pathologists, specialists, doctors and their patients.

Problem
Immuno wanted an accurate yet cost effective way of keeping track of their inventory and ensure orders were correctly dispatched without errors.

Solution
System Overview
Ramp implemented our OnRamp UHF Gen 2 Inventory tracking system with a CS101 handheld reader and Toshiba Tec BSX4 RFID Printer encoder in conjunction with UPM Raflatac’s paper face Web labels.

The browser based OnRamp Navigator interface allows Immuno to import new inventory from their accounting system into the OnRamp database and labels are then printed and encoded for easy application onto received stock.

The CS101 handheld reader is then used to search for missing items, quickly take stock and accurately pick and dispatch orders.

Result
Ramp has provided an Inventory Tracking Solution that gives Immuno the accuracy and efficiencies they desired with a positive ROI.

This system is easy to use, robust and scalable. As always, Immuno are at the forefront of technology, ensuring their clients receive the best possible service.

Client testimonial
“RAMP RFID Solutions has provided and still provides Immuno Pty Ltd with a high level of support for the implementation and running of our RFID system for stock control.”

Constantine Katz General Manager